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"Everything in View" Interview
with Thomas Steigerwald,
ADV SCHODER

User Reports
Customer Service Introduces Itself
Increasing Demand in China
Strengthened Presence in the
Middle East

Clear Vote for Print!
Dear Reader,
It’s that time again: Running up to the drupa exhibition,

t
n
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machine manufacturers will demonstrate innovations that
support and prove printed products will be an integral
part of the media mix in future.
The fact is, publishers are demanding that printers reduce
their production times more and more and therefore force
them to invest into increasingly powerful printing presses.
However, to be able to achieve a higher production volume,
efficient postpress equipment is required, with a high
degree of automation, precisely planned and with an optimum control of the complete process. Our report on pages
4–5 about the latest investment of Stark Druck will show you
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that Gämmerler has proven again that they are in a position

Stark Druck

Service

to meet those requirements.

Stark is strong in Web

Gämmerler service department
introduces itself

A task we are often requested is reconfiguration and con-

6|7

solidation of existing lines for economical reasons. For this

ADV Schoder

purpose we develop an individual concept for optimum

Interview with Thomas Steigerwald

production performance by a combination of existing and
new equipment, but minimise the investment cost of a

8 |9

production line over a longer term. You will find a specific

China

example on page 11.
On the one hand we have expanded our current postpress
portfolio by a new product, allowing you to fulfil the
increasing demands of your customers. On the other side
Gämmerler has started business within further production

Gämmerler strengthens its
position in China

10
Dynagraph
Gämmerler expands its
presence in the Middle East

fields by developing completely new products. Both of
which will be presented at drupa.

11
Schaupp

We are looking forward to welcoming you in hall 14 as well
as in hall 10.
Until then enjoy reading!
Regards,

Managing Director Gämmerler

Schaupp has fixed the solution

12

13
Quad/Graphics Europe
Complex diversity of press connections

14
Further Installations
Torgau Druck
Technigraphic
Casa Publicadora
Infagon
NP-Druck Niederösterreichisches
Pressehaus

15
Live on Stage!
Gämmerler at drupa 2016
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Optimum production control

Quintessence

In addition to the possibility of processing

As planned the start-up of the new pro- “Our demands that were discussed prior to

printed copies to become finished products

duction line on the Lithoman took place in

placement of the order – in particular with

by using the trimmers RS 234, a fully auto-

January 2015 and since then it has been in

regard to speed and flexibility – have been

matic horizontal log stacker can be provi-

operation without interruption. “Our de-

fully realized. We are more than satisfied!“

ded for a subsequent finishing process.

cision for a Gämmerler double deck trim-

Head Ofﬁce of Stark Druck in Pforzheim

ming line has proven to be right one, since

Stark is Strong in Web
Also for the most recent investment Stark Druck decided
on Gämmerler equipment

The automatic gripper-change function fa-

this solution is more cost-effective and de-

cilitates an immediate production changeo-

mands less maintenance than competitive

ver for a bundle resp. a log reception. Last

equipment we are using”, says Jörg Staiger.

but not least the control- and communication system LS 400 coordinates the central
preparation of the job-data and communication in the press control console; as part
of a pilot project this LS 400 has significantly been further developed at Stark Druck,
ensuring an optimum production control
and observance of the set time-frame.
Gämmerler – a solid parameter
For many years Stark Druck has been in
close cooperation with Gämmerler, five of
the nine commercial presses were equip-

In 2014 the following headline created furore not only in the printing industry: The SPIEGEL-Publishing Company will print the magazine of the same name on a web offset press. Due to this news the two offset printers
that were awarded the printing order got more and more into the media – Stark Druck being one of them. At
the beginning of 2015 the company located in Pforzheim commissioned a new production line. Gämmerler supplied an essential part of the postpress equipment. G-news took a look behind the scenes of the German printer.

ped with its postpress systems. “The reason
that we have chosen Gämmerler for each
installation is of course the high quality
of the equipment and its user friendliness
as well as the low costs for maintenance“,
says Jörg Staiger. “And in addition it was

One of the few

Expansion in 2014

Pace in postpress

Gämmerler’s

There is only a handful of web offset prin-

Increasing orders and a fire damage in the

Basically the following applies: The actual

ment which convinced us. Already during

ters in Germany who are able to produce a

folder unit have caused Stark Druck in 2014

productivity of a press depends on the per-

the project planning phase the new pro-

volume of 500,000 copies of back-wire stit-

to expand its capacities. More than 20 mil-

formance of the postpress system. A high

duction line was presented as 3-D-drawing.

ched magazines in less than 20 hours. Stark

lion euro in total had been invested into a

degree of automation of the postpress

The presentation of the virtual system from

Druck belongs to that small group. In 1998

completely new production line, including

machinery allows the required productivi-

all perspectives allowed us to optimi-

the company specialized in high-volume

a long-grain format 80-page LITHOMAN

ty to be achieved. Gämmerler realized this

ze possible passageways and operating

web offset printing and in 2011 has further

autoprint with 4 blanket-to-blanket prin-

demand by implementing an integrated

possibilities of the line already at a very

expanded the capacity for large volumes by

ting units, fully automated plate change, as

automation into a double-deck installation

early planning stage. This was really con-

investing into the first 96-page web offset

well as a folder with two deliveries each for

including job data management. Automa-

vincing”, emphasizes the Assistant of the
Management.

press in Germany. Today Stark Druck with

cross-fold products (A3) and a quarter-fold

tic format presetting of all units is possible

an annual turnover of 200 million euro and

delivery (A4). The LITHOMAN autoprint is

by electrical servomotors. Two LiftPack-

nine commercial presses in total, as well as

one of the fastest web offset presses with a

compensating stackers ensure an optimum

a workforce of more than 470 employees

web speed of up to 17.4 m/s.

bundle quality. Through a sophisticated

makes the company one of the most impor-

bundle line with cross connection the

tant offset printers in Europe. A very well-

bundles are finally conveyed towards the

known customer is the REWE-Group.

two palletizing robots.

excellent

project

manage-

One of the fastest web offset presses:
LITHOMAN autoprint
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Everything in View
and Under Control
Interview with Thomas Steigerwald,
Technical Director of ADV SCHODER in Augsburg

line partly in double deck design. In total

GÄMMERLER: How do you evaluate from

training of our staff we were able to start

the system comprises one overhead convey-

today’s perspective the process from pro-

continuous operation speedily using all ad-

ing system FS 260, three trimmers RS 154,

ject planning up to the realization of the

vantages of a high automation. The smooth

two compensating stackers KL 560, two ho-

project?

realization of all technical challenges is

rizontal log stackers SH 700 as well as one
robot PR 480 with gripper change function.

“… smooth realization
of all technical
challenges …”

lings, advertising materials and much more,

became inevitable and so we decided to

DER has a history of 150 years in web prin-

subject to varying treatments e.g. with

replace an existing LITHOMAN by a new

ting. Where do you stand today?

gloss coating, scented coating, scratch-off

64-page manroland press. This new produc-

coatings, perforated, punched or “drip-off“

tion line allowed us to adapt our printing

STEIGERWALD: ADV SCHODER is an ow-

matt laquered and personalized – all of that

capacity to the demands.

ner operated medium-sized company with

in just one pass.

approximately 280 employees. Since the

GÄMMERLER: Which postpress equipment

merger with the Schoder GmbH from Gerst-

GÄMMERLER: Which equipment serves as

has been installed and which were the chal-

hofen in 1998, as well as establishment of

basis for the services you are offering?

lenges you had to overcome?

we have developed ourselves to become a

STEIGERWALD: With our 8-/16-/48-/60- and

STEIGERWALD: For the new production

broadly positioned print- and media services

64-page web presses as well as plano pro-

line only a narrow passageway was avail-

provider. Our range of services comprises –

duction we dispose of full equipment for

able. Our demand was that for a single

in addition to the classic core business print

the entire production range, from inline

person it had to be possible to survey and

and postpress – the entire full service sup-

finishing with personalization up to “high

operate the complete installation from the

port of our customers, from graphic design

volume“ productions. Due to our proces-

control console – without the need of di-

and image editing up to data processing for

sing depth including adhesive binding,

rectly approaching the printing press resp.

all particularities of dispatch. We produce

saddle stitching and a wide variety of fol-

the postpress line. Gämmerler met this re-

the company ADV Mediendienste in 2002

high quality commercial print products from

ded products we are in a position to offer

quirement by a maximum automation of

the fashion sector, catalogues for furniture

complete solutions from one source. In

the machinery on a minimum floor space –

stores and kitchen equipment as well as mai-

2013 a modernization of our production

amongst others by installing a postpress

STEIGERWALD: In the course of our discus-

team. In particular I would like to point out

sions many unexpected issues arose which

the pleasant cooperation with Mr. Lauber.

had to be solved. Here Gämmerler has de-

And last but not least the geographical

monstrated great competence in taking

proximity to Gämmerler gives us practical

into consideration all details and including

advantages.

them in the offer in an optimum way. We

For us the customer is in the focus and

compared the Gämmerler solution propo-

therefore we need a convincing and strong

sals to those of the competitors with regard

partner to meet the customer’s require-

To fulfil our requirements for a high auto-

to the subjects on the list of criteria, such

ments. For us Gämmerler is the perfect

mation Gämmerler fully met this demand

a technics, handling, degree of automati-

partner!

by implementing the possibility of automa-

on, price, confidence in the supplier and

tic presetting and the robot’s automated

profitability. Finally it was Gämmerler who

GÄMMERLER: Thank you very much for the

gripper change function from bundle- to

covered our demands optimally. Due to

interview, Mr. Steigerwald!

log gripper.

the professional project planning and the

The customer’s requirements for a new postpress system was clearly deﬁned: The extremely restricted footprint had to be used efﬁciently and from the press control console it must be possible to survey the entire
installation, so that a single person is able to operate the complete production line. Gämmerler talked to Thomas Steigerwald, Technical Director and member of the Management of ADV SCHODER, about the successful
realization of the project.
GÄMMERLER: Mr. Steigerwald, ADV SCHO-

mainly due to the competent Gämmerler

Please follow the QR-Code and you
will see the installation at ADV on
YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC6UUU6i-LYA4vF1yjZoDz3A

Postpress line in limited space
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The new building at the People´s Daily printing site

Gämmerler Strengthens its
Position in China
Increasing demand for machinery "Made in Germany"

than 20 newspapers using one GOSS News-

dern printing houses in China. “Gämmerler

on the reliability of the machines and the

liner and two Universal 45 and 70 each. In

fully met our expectancies with regard to

good cooperation there was no doubt for

2000 for the first time they invested into

product quality, price, after-sales service

us to decide on Gämmerler for our latest

Gämmerler equipment passing an order for

and spare parts availability!“, points out

investment.“

two compensating stackers KL 513. After

Mr. Zhang Jianzhong, Representative of the

the construction of the new printing cen-

Management of Economic Daily.

Worker’s Daily

head conveying systems TF 660 as well as

Beijing Daily

per sponsored by ACFTU (ALL-China Fede-

tre had been finished, three gripper over-

Since 1995 Gämmerler has been represented in Beijing with its own branch. During the past years the market
share of the manufacturer with regard to new installations in newspaper printing was more than 70 percent.
The group of customers includes several well-known printers, such as People’s Daily, Economic Daily, Beijing
Daily and Worker’s Daily. The following report will give you a short survey of the demands of the Chinese
newspaper industry and the installations Gämmerler has realized.
Development in the Chinese newspaper

People‘s Daily

ing systems and compensating stackers. Mr.

market

As daily official newspaper of the Central

Wang Jinhu, Director of the People’s Daily

In 2011 the volume of the Chinese newspa-

Committee of the Communist Party of Chi-

Printing Centre, emphasizes: “Since the be-

per printing reached its climax to date

na, People’s Daily is China’s most influenti-

ginning of our cooperation Gämmerler has

with 1.84 billion of broadsheet pages per

al newspaper. Every day the printer of the

mainly been characterized by its first-class

day. Since then numerous printers have

same name produces more than 70 different

products at attractive conditions as well as

been investing into the modernization

newspaper editions with an average circula-

an excellent service.”

of their press fleets, in particular because

tion of 5 million broadsheet copies. During

equipment has become obsolete. The per-

the past 15 years People‘s Daily has promo-

Economic Daily

formance and the high stability of the ma-

ted the modernization of its press rooms

The printing plant founded in 1980 is a
direct subordinate unit of the Economic

chines are the reasons that the printers to

installing machines from manroland as well

a significant extent choose equipment of

as GOSS (72- and 80-page presses each) and

Daily Newspaper Group, ranking among

Western, mainly German manufacturers.

therefore succeeded in expanding its pro-

China’s most important national newspaper

Today Gämmerler takes a firm position in

duction capacities considerably. Since 2001

groups. With its 200 employees Economic

the Chinese newspaper printing market, as

Gämmerler has installed diverse equipment

Daily generates a turnover of nearly 9 milli-

the following examples will show you.

after the press, such as overhead convey-

on Euros. Up to now they had printed more

Worker's Daily is a comprehensive newspa-

three compensating stackers KL 560 were

The printer, located in Beijing mainly pro-

ration of Trade Union). Amongst others

connected to a new manroland UNISET 80.

duces Party Newspapers for China’s capital,

the printing company of the same name is

The new production line of the UNISET with

as well as regional newspapers and trade

producing the business paper on a Seiken

five printing units and three folders, as well

journals. The company uses several manro-

65 and a Seiken 70 press. Soft handling of

as the Gämmerler postpress equipment are

land GEOMAN presses, one UNISET 60 and

the printed products and an undisputable

installed under the main building of the

one KBA Comet with three printing units.

production reliability of its machines, those

newspaper group.

Mr. Cui Tenglian, Managing Director of

were the reasons why Gämmerler got the

Beijing Daily reports: “Since 1998 several

order for diverse compensating stackers.

Due to its high quality standards Econo-

Gämmerler compensating stackers have

mic Daily belongs today to the most mo-

been in use without interruption. Based

40%

Gämmerler China, from left:
Dr. Oujia Pan, Mr. Yinan Xing, Mr. Yantao
Zhang, Ms. Yufei Guo, Mr. Weifeng Shi

60%

10 DYNAGRAPH
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Schaupp has Fixed the Solution
Or: Successful realization of a good concept
By the end of 2013 the German printer Schaupp Rollenoffset GmbH & Co. KG was successful in averting a
site closure and relocation. High cost pressure and long set-up times, in particular with regard to postpress
systems were the reasons why the company became uneconomical and was forced to take action. Not least
the support of all employees and the investments of the Wurzel Mediengruppe as owner paved the way for a
strategy, ensuring the company’s continuity in Schwäbisch Hall. The following report will tell you which steps
Schaupp took and the role Gämmerler was playing.

Head ofﬁce of Dynagraph in Beirut

Gämmerler Expands its
Presence in the Middle East
Cross-national market access by a comprehensive
distributor network

First step: Modernization

KL 511 that was used modularly, depending

module the shingled streams leaving the Oc-

Mainly legal emission conditions made a mo-

on the demands of the respective printing

toman are now conveyed as required either

dernization at Schaupp inevitable. Therefo-

job, was integrated variably into the produc-

to one or to both compensating stackers.

re 650,000 euro in total were invested by the

tion line. However, this fact resulted in long

Wurzel Mediengruppe into a new system for

set-up times, so that the installation of a fix

In conclusion: Schaupp Rollenoffset is an

regenerative thermal post-combustion as

line connection was considered. Since Gäm-

excellent example how creativity allows a

well as for the modernization of an 8-page

merler machines had already been in use at

medium-sized printing company to restore

Octoman press, replacing at the same time

Schaupp for a long time, the customer deci-

successfully its cost-effectiveness. Micha-

the cutting device in the folder.

ded to pass the order for the line connection

el Pfisterer, Technical Director of Schaupp,

as well as for the technical overhaul of the

summarizes as follows: “We are glad that

postpress machinery to Gämmerler.

our concept of combining new and used

Second step: Used machines
To be able to ensure the company’s compe-

Dynagraph is a prominent player in the region’s Graphic Industry where it has been firmly established since
1952 as a competent sales and service partner of equipment in prepress, press and postpress. Dynagraph’s
admirable reputation and an important regional presence has led Gämmerler to decide in 2014 to promote
and sell its products via the dealer network in the Near and Middle East as well as in North- and Central Africa.

equipment and to install fix production li-

titiveness it was primarily necessary to invest

Fourth step: No sooner said than done

nes has worked. The successful, rapid and

into postpress equipment. For this purpo-

For the realization of a fix production line

perfect realization of the project is not least

se the customer decided to take over used

Gämmerler complemented the existing com-

due to the professional advice on the part

machines from another printer, including

pensating stacker KL 511, used modularly up

of the sales staff and the extraordinary com-

amongst others a Gämmerler trimming line

to now, with a new KL 550. Via the splitting

mitment of the Gämmerler service!”

RS 111.
Third step: Overhaul and optimization of

Dynagraph offers a broad product program

Besides the supply of equipment, Dyna-

Gämmerler is unique at assisting us with the

the production lines

in flexo, offset, inkjet and digital printing

graph manages a large stock of spare parts

required consultancy, in managing the pro-

The involvement of the Gämmerler team

as well as the adequate after sales support.

and consumables for shorter delivery times.

ject from production to delivery and installa-

started at this point. Up to then the variety

However, one of its unique attributes other

Today Dynagraph represents Gämmerler

tion“, says Antoine El Kara, Managing Direc-

of Schaupp’s printing jobs was also optically

than service is its geographical presence.

in Jordan, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Yemen,

tor of Dynagraph for Printing Industry LLC.

Dynagraph counts over 100 employees and

Oman, Bahrain, Qatar and the United Arab

of the production line in the press room.

operates out of 9 subsidiaries and branch

Emirates. Since the cooperation has begun

An already existing compensating stacker

offices in Beirut, Damascus, Amman, Ku-

several Gämmerler trimming and stacking

wait, Riyadh, Jeddah, Dubai and Doha. Its

solutions have been commissioned.

sales and service organization in Beirut and

“Gämmerler perfectly complements our

Dubai serves as back office for all its sub-

existing product program. Their equipment

sidiaries and affiliates respectively for the

is easy to operate and an ideal fit for many

Levant and Gulf region.

newspaper

and

commercial

customers.

visible caused by the permanent relocation

KL 550
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Immediate Response
Gämmerler Service Department introduces itself

Worldwide. 365 days a year. 24 hours each day – at any time it is possible to reach the Gämmerler Service
Department. Their service catalogue is comprehensive, and the customers can make ﬂexible use of it, according to their own requirements. In addition the modularity of the service concept offers individually adapted
service packages for the customer. The following report will give you a short summary of the existing services.
On occasion of a new investment, the

its customers during the introductory phase

Hotlines

question concerning the corresponding

as well as in the later production process by

The permanent availability of the service is

maintenance and service contracts will ari-

professionally training the operators. This

the indispensable condition for prompt as-

se. Experience has proven that most of the

can take place either in our training centre

sistance. The Gämmerler hotline makes sure

customers choose a corrective maintenance,

in Geretsried-Gelting, or at the customer’s

worldwide, that also outside normal busi-

this means as soon as an error occurs, the

site, specifically focused on product and

ness hours a contact is available – directly

manufacturer or the service partner will be

participant.

and without being on hold.

assigned to eliminate the defect as fast as

You will find our hotline-numbers on:

possible. However, unforeseen production

www.gaemmerler.com

interruptions might have negative conse-

From preventive maintenance up to gene-

quences on profitability. Therefore it basi-

ral overhaul

Spare parts- and repairing service

cally makes sense, and is highly recommen-

Regular control of the installations, al-

The best support is useless, if the right spare

ded to choose a preventive maintenance

lowing a timely identification of possible

part is missing. In this context, Gämmerler

service, which Gämmerler offers as variable

disturbing factors and sources of errors and

attaches high importance to the use of ori-

and combinable service-modules.

their elimination, is the best protection

ginal spare parts, because only those can

against unforeseen obstructions of produc-

ensure the perfect function of the installa-

Training

tion. Within its maintenance concept, Gäm-

tions. In Germany Gämmerler keeps more

Maintenance of an installation starts with

merler effects the complete maintenance

than 10,000 parts in stock – and emphasi-

intensive training of its operators, because

of the installation – including the identifi-

zes that due to the long service life of the

the better the operators have been trai-

cation, the timely procurement of wearing

equipment, the availability of spare parts

Transport solution at Quad/Graphics
Europe installed in 2015

Complex Diversity of
Press Connections
Optimum utilization of machinery based on a customized
conveying solution
A clever use of new equipment combined with existing machinery, that was the focus when the Polish printer
Quad/Graphics Europe expanded its production in 2015. The only European mainstay of the US-group of printing companies Quad/Graphics disposes of one of the largest press ﬂeets in Europe on a production surface
of approx. 80,000 sq. meters in total. As part of last year’s production expansion, Gämmerler implemented a
ﬂexible connection of the existing lines to the new 72-page LITHOMAN.

ned, the better they will understand the

parts and the final documentation. Expe-

for machinery of older design is a matter

functions of the machines. This will finally

rienced specialists are familiar with the

of course. The spare parts catalogue on CD

With more than 70 printing plants and over

enable them to analyse and eliminate

individual history of the installations and

allows a fast identification of the parts and

errors that might occur. Conscious of the im-

therefore are able to ensure a maximum of

makes correct ordering easier. Spare parts

portance of training, Gämmerler supports

efficiency and continuity.

a great diversity of products and formats

Taking into consideration the demand for

25,000 employees Quad/Graphics is repre-

in magazine, catalogue and retail inserts

an efficient use of equipment in narrowest

sented in nine countries in North Ameri-

as well as in commercial printing, such as

space, Gämmerler installed a conveyor

will be delivered within 24 hours or accor-

ca, Latin America and Europe. In 2008 the

point-of-sale displays and packaging. The

connection and two overhead-conveying

ding to the customer’s request.

group acquired the entire shares of the

investment into a new 72-page LITHOMAN

systems FS 260 to transport the printed

printer Winkowski Sp. z o.o. Since then,

significantly expanded Quad’s capacity in

products either into a log stacker or into an

the company with its locations in Wyszkow,

web printing at the Wyszkow location. Due

existing trimming line. “The well-conceived

customer service in Germany can be contac-

Radzymin, Piła and Warsaw has been the

to preceding installations of log stackers,

solution allowed us to achieve highest fle-

ted under the central e-mail-address:

only representation in Europe under the

trimming lines and portal robots, Gämmer-

xibility for the use of equipment. The pro-

customerservice@gaemmerler.de!

name of Quad/Graphics Europe. Poland,

ler was fully familiar with local production

ducts are being conveyed to the machinery

Scandinavia and Western countries are its

conditions. For the recent order the particular

required for the particular job, ensuring an

main sales markets.

demand consisted in finding a flexible con-

optimum utilization of the printing press

nection of the existing finishing equipment

as well as of the postpress system“, says

By the way: With immediate effect the

The Gämmerler-Serviceteam in Geretsried-Gelting,
standing from left to right: Hermann Sieber, Tobias Pichler, Werner
Schlömer, Stephan Schwellenbach, Manuel Hackel
Kneeing from left to right: Markus Gasteiger, Carolin Hipp, Hermann Steckhahn, Rainer Kulinna, Heinrich Helf

Quad/Graphics Europe uses web and sheet

to the new LITHOMAN, allowing an imme-

Tomasz Hoppe, Plant Director at Quad/Gra-

fed presses and has a large number of post-

diate response to the individual production

phics Europe.

press systems. Its range of services covers

requirements of the various printing jobs.
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Further Installations
ween Infagon and Gämmerler Mexico, as
well as Gämmerler Germany, the customer
Focus on Production Reliability

as for previous investments, decided not

For his new folding equipment the French

to change the manufacturer for this pro-

printer Technigraphic SA, member of the

ject. "We are delighted that for this press-

STF-Group, has placed an order with Gäm-

connection we have been able again to

merler. The specific production conditions

convince Infagon of our technology", says

made Technigraphic pay particular atten-

Jörg Westphal, Managing Director of Gäm-

tion for this investment on production reli-

merler GmbH.

ability mainly for processing copies of very
low pagination. The company ordered a

Trial Installation Convinces the Customer

connecting system consisting of a vacuum

After having tested a KL 540 compensating

bumpturn, a jogging station and a com-

stacker successfully during 3 weeks, the

pensating stacker KL 540 with downstream

German printer Torgau Druck Sächsische

SH 700

bundle-line and two switches for the inte-

PL 700

gration of a backup-stacker and a wastecopy-divert passing under floor. Based on
the successful installation of a comparable

Lokalpresse finally purchased the machine.
With its GOSS Uniliner the company mainly
prints newspapers and weekly papers. Since

Flexible Use

Connecting Equipment for a New GOSS

the compensating stacker the customer was

system at the printer Roto Aisne, also mem-

Last year Gämmerler installed two hori-

ety in format (continuously up to max. 500

build the logs of the second press, a GOSS

To expand its production capacities one of

using before only achieved an insufficient

ber of the STF-Group, the customer decided

zontal log stackers SH 700 equipped with

mm) and the high degree of automation

Print Stream. The gentle handling of the

the largest and most renowned printers in

bundle quality, mainly with low pagination

once again to choose Gämmerler. "Due to

automatic format pre-setting system LS

it is possible to feed the log stackers from

printed product as well as the high quality

Mexico, Infagon, invested in a GOSS M-600

newspaper products, Torgau Druck decided

its knowhow and experience Gämmerler, in

and job data storage at the Austrian

three presses (48- and 16-page). Adrian

of the log building, done by the fully auto-

press with an A3- and an A4-delivery. The

on a KL 540 from Gämmerler. "Another cri-

close cooperation with its French affiliated

printer

NP- Druck Niederösterreichisches

Fehringer, Assistant of the Company Ma-

mated SH 700 and by the semi-automated

connection of the two folder deliveries,

terion for our decision was the higher speed

company, has been able to offer a flexible

Pressehaus. The printing and publishing

nagement of the NP Druck Niederösterrei-

equipment SH 080 as well, have finally led

the copies of which are running into an

of the compensating stacker, which allows

the customer to decide for Gämmerler.

solution meeting our demands more than

company located in St. Pölten had expan-

chisches Pressehaus states: "Gämmerler has

existing compensating stacker KL 540, has

us now to fully utilize the performance of

required", emphasizes José Rodrigues, Tech-

ded its production capacity and in addition

achieved a flexible and space-saving soluti-

been realized by Gämmerler. Due to the

the printing press", adds the company's

to its existing presses invested in a further

on, allowing us a maximum utilization of

longstanding and trusting cooperation bet-

Director Andreas Plaul.

manroland 16-page press. Due to their vari-

our production systems."

nical Director of STF.

Gentle Handling Required
To optimize the automation of its postpress

Live on Stage!

equipment Casa Publicadora for the first
time invests into Gämmerler machinery.

What Henry Ford said 100 years ago is still valid for us today: “Almost any one can think

The Brazilian printer of the Seventh Day

up an idea. The thing that counts is developing it into a practical product.”

Adventists, established in 1900, produces

https://www.drupa.de

on two GOSS printing presses. To assure
KL 540

processing reliability of the 16-page and

With our development work we are reali-

the 32-page products, the customer, loca-

zing this demand every day. At drupa from

ted in Tatui-SP, decided to install two hori-

31 May to 10 June 2016 we would like to

zontal Gämmerler log stackers. One of the

present the results: live on stage! We look

two printing presses, the GOSS M-600, will

forward to welcoming you on our booths in

be connected by conveyors with bumpturn-

hall 10 and hall 14.

curve combination and a semi-automatic
horizontal log stacker SH 080. A similar con-

The QR-Code leads you directly to
drupa.

Yours Gämmerler-Team

veyor connection and a fully automated log
stacker SH 700 with palletizer PL 700 will

Jörg Westphal with Oliver Bredow,
Head of Design and Development

Sales and Service Partners
ARGENTINA
BOLIVIA
BRAZIL
CHILE
COLUMBIA
ECUADOR
PARAGUAY
PERU
URUGUAY
VENEZUELA
E+S Gammerler
Equipamentos Gráficos Ltda.
04511-001 São Paulo SP
Brazil
ivo.de.rizzo@gammerler.com.br
www.gammerler.com
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
MEGTEC Systems Australia, Inc.
Glen Waverley Victoria 3150
fgustafsson@megtec.com
www.megtec.com.au
AUSTRIA
GErmany
SWITZERLAND
Gämmerler GmbH
82538 Geretsried-Gelting
lauber@gaemmerler.de
www.gaemmerler.com
BAHRAIN
OMAN
QATAR
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
YEMEN
Dynagraph for Printing Industry LLC
Dubai/UAE
jkanaan@dynagraph.net
www.dynagraph.net
BELGIUM
LUXEMBOURG
WRH Global Belgium
3530 Houthalen
sylvie.laigneil@wrh-global.be
www.wrh-global.be

Cosovo
Croatia
Macedonia
Serbia
Slovenia
Montenegro
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Prosistem Graf d.o.o.
1290 Grosuplje/Slovenia
tomo@prosistem-graf.si
www.prosistem-graf.si/en
Czech Republic
Slowakia
G+P Technik s.r.o.
25262 Praha-Horomerice
siegfried.bytomski@gptechnik.cz
www.gptechnik.cz
Denmark
BSTech ApS
4771 Kalvehave
bs@bstech.dk
GraphicM AB254
55 Helsingborg/Sweden
martin@graphicm.se
www.graphicm.se
Egypt
SUDAN
Texti Co. Industrial Trading Distribution
Cairo
info@texti-eg.com
www.texti-eg.com
Ethiopia
KenYa
uganda
Typotech Imaging Systems Ltd
Kampala/Uganda
alfred.kandarah@typotechkenya.com
www.typotech-imaging.com
Finland
WRH Global Nordic OY
00210 Helsinki
marko.roini@wrh-global-nordic.com

CANADA
Gammerler US Corporation
IL 60056 Mount Prospect/USA
joe.jastrzebski@gammerler.com
www.gammerler.com

France
Gammerler S.a.r.l.
91200 Athis Mons
patrick.dardaine@gammerler.fr
www.gammerler.com

China
Gammerler GmbH China Office
Beijing 100086
o.pan@gammerler.cn
www.gammerler.com

Greece
Dimitris Vaxevanidis & SIA O.E.
Graphic Arts & Paper Processing
153 51 Pallini - Athens
info@vaxevanidis.gr
www.vaxevanidis.gr
Hungary
ROmania
Prosystem Print Kft.
2151 Fot
prosystem@prosystem.hu
www.prosystem.hu

India
Memory Repro System (P) Ltd.
110015 New Delhi
sales@memoryrepro.com
Indonesia
Malaysia
Papua New Guinea
Taiwan
MEbiz Engineering Sdn. Bhd.
43300 Seri Kembangan, Selangor
Malaysia
sammebiz@gmail.com
Irak
Lebanon
Syria
Alpha Print Graphics
Lebanon
iraphael65@hotmail.com
Iran
Premat S.A.
1201 Geneva/Switzerland
ruedi.kummler@premat.ch
Israel
Bental Graphic Ltd.
48091 Rosh-Haayin
yoram.barak@bentalgraphic.co.il
www.bentalgraphic.co.il
Italy
Gammerler srl.
21043 Castiglione O. (VA)
giorgio.galletti@gammerler.it
www.gammerler.com
Jordania
Dynagraph for Printing Industry Sal
1100 2050 Beirut/Libanon
akhoury@dynagraph.net
www.dynagraph.net
kuwAit
Dynagraph Kuwait WII
70655 Shuwaikh
wabbas@dynagraph.net
etnemnom@dynagraph.net
www.dynagraph.net
Mexico
Gammerler, S.A. de C.V.
14210 Mexico, D.F.
ario.sojo@gammerler.com.mx
www.gammerler.com

norway
sweden
GraphicM AB
254 55 Helsingborg/Sweden
martin@graphicm.se
www.graphicm.se
poland
G+P Technik Polska Sp. z o. o.
43-190 Mikołów
m.friedrich@gptechnik.pl
www.gptechnik.pl
Portugal
Spain
Alsa Import S.A.
08008 Barcelona/Spain
eig@alsaimport.es
Russian Federation
UKraine
OOO SIKO
125252 Moscow
j.durnev@siko-group.com
Saudi Arabia
Dynagraph Saudi Arabia Ltd.
Riyadh
aghneim@dynagraph.net
South Africa
Ipex Machinery
8000 Cape Town
stephen@ipex.co.za
turkey
KOLBUS Matbaa Makinaları
Satıs ve Servis Ltd. Sti.
34235 Giyimkent-Esenler
erolipin@kolbus.com.tr
united kingdom
Gammerler Limited
York, YO26 6QU
david@gammerler.co.uk
www.gammerler.co.uk
united states of america
Gammerler US Corporation
IL 60056 Mount Prospect
clay.bruneman@gammerler.com
www.gammerler.com

Netherlands
Huneman Consultancy
3742 RW Baarn
info@huneman-consultancy.nl
ADKOW B.V.
4181 CH Waardenburg
info@adkow.nl
www.adkow.nl
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